
Honourable Mr Soudesh Callichurn, Mr Binesh Mangar, Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, University of 
Mauritius administration and Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

On behalf of the Students' Union, I have the pleasure to welcome you all to the launching of the 
employability and career forum, organised by the Students' Union in collaboration with the 
University of Mauritius. 

 

What is the reason we are all here? 

 

We, students... do we expect to get a job at the end of this forum? True. This is the main purpose 
of this forum. 

 

 

We, students, are here, because we are on the verge of, or have achieved our degree. Our families 
are counting on us. We are like trees that they have watered. It is now time for us to give them 
fruits. But can we really? Competition is strong out there. For every job advertised, there are a 
hundred of applicants. Or more. Not all from UoM on top of that, we need to compete with 
others from other universities. 

 

An older friend once gave me a stern warning: "a university degree only qualifies you for an 
interview, that's all", he said. He also said that "you will be asked to do things you have not 
learned at university. And whatever you've learned at university may not be relevant at all". Our 
generation needs "added value", he said. 

 

I strongly believe the employability and careers forum will broaden our horizons. We need to 
think outside the box. We are graduates. The authorities, represented here by Minister Soudesh 
Callichurn are doing their part. But they can only show us the way. We need to do our part. Work 
placements for Rs 5000? Why not? It's another experience on the C.V. Working abroad? Why 
not? Despite misconceptions, African jobs pay quite well. And the experience is invaluable. Going 
for an interview in a field that is not ours? Why not? The world outside university is full of 
surprises. 

 

 



 

I will end here: we need to get out of our comfort zone. The world is changing. And the world 
owes us nothing. If we do not adapt, we will perish. This is why we are here today, to learn what 
we can do to adapt. To make us better, more adequate for the job market. 

 

Special mention and thanks to our platinum sponsors: 

Global Servicing Activities, Aspen Global Incorporated, Barclays Bank and Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales. 

 

Our Partners: 

ACCA, Innodis, Linkopia, Deloitte, Grant Thornton, Ceridian, KPMG. 

  

I'm as well grateful to the Students' Union members: BEDAYSEE DAKSHAY KUMAR (SURVESH), 
MOHAMMAD SAAHIR  DAWOOD (SAAHIR) , MACARCHAND NISHANTRAJ (RAJIV), LUTCHMEE 
MAUTADIN (VIDOUSHEE) and RAMA DHINESH KUMAR , and all students without whom this 
platform would not have been successful today. 

 

And my dear friends, I hope you will be able to take back home valuable advice for your next 
interview. On this note, I wish you all a fruitful Employability and Career Forum. 

 

Good luck! 

 


